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REPORTS


   Summary Records of Third Development Commissioners Conference on Community Projects. 1955.

   The fifth, sixth and seventh Evaluation Reports on working of C.D. and allied fields published in 1958, 1959 and 60 respectively.

5. ---do---

6. Directorate of Extension, Govt. of India.
   Bench Mark Survey reports on the evaluation of C.D. from the very beginning.

7. Ministry of Community Development and Co-operation. Govt. of India.
   Extension Education in C.D.

8. -----do-----

   Annual Conference on Community Development and Panchayat Raj, Srinagar, 1965, Main recommendations and proceedings.

10. -----do-----

11. -----do-----

12. Ministry of C.D. and Co-operation, Govt. of India.
   Main recommendations of other annual conferences.